
Holiday Homework
Class VII

ENGLISH :

1)Write the facts about any person who has inspired you the most (it can be any relative, neighbour,
parents etc) under the heads of:

● Birth
● About parents
● Early education
● Later education
● Career
● Achievements
● Speciality/ quality
● Present status

(Present it creatively on any coloured sheet and can use colours.)

2) Make a colourful comic strip depicting a story on 'friendship'.
(Do it on an A4 sheet and use colours.)

MATHS:

● During your summer break, you have to calculate the number of hours you spend in two
activities using your mobile phones. You will score (+3) marks per hour if you have used it for
some informative purpose and (-2)  marks per hour if you are using it for PUBG or any other such
alternative games. You have to collect data for 30 days, at the end of 30 days tell your total marks.

At the end of this activity, you have to write your learnings in 5 points.



● Give 2 examples for each of the following:-
(i) sum of two negative Integers is always smaller than both the integers.
(ii) sum of two integers is (-5).
(iii) difference between the two integers is(-3).

● During your summer break, on four consecutive Sundays note the temperature of your city at 9
a.m, 12noon, 3 pm, 6 pm and 9 pm. On the basis of your observations, write increase /decrease in
the temperature.

● Research work- Why negative multiplied by negative is always positive. Support your answer
with any activity.

(All work to be done in your Maths register)

SCIENCE:
Note:-Do Questions 1 and 2 in Science copy.
For sending videos link will be shared in your watsapp group later.

1. Make a collage of 'Save your environment' collect the pictures from books and
magazines.

2. Who invented the microscope? What is the magnification of a compound microscope?

3.  Grow any spice or medicinal plant (herb ) in a pot . You must know its health benefits.
nurture it and just share the medicinal importance of that plant in class. Make the video
of it.

4.Do bread mould activity and make a video of it or you can click photo also.

5.Read Chapter 2 and make notes in a rough copy.

SST: INTEGRATED PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
GROUPWISE ASSIGNMENT

1. Make posters relevant to your subtopics-
2. One skit by each group
3. Slogan writing by each member of the group
4. Compose one poem, one song and riddles.



5. Do possible research based on subtopics of the project

SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. Heritage: Find few sites related to human, cultural, physical and natural sites in your
town and give a brief description of them
2. Collect and write any five historical news published during the vacation
3. Record any ten political news and their impact on society

Record maximum and minimum temperature during the summer break. Depict variations
of a diurnal range of temperatures through weekly bar graphs

COMPUTER: Create a HTML document (poem,story,conversation etc) on any topic

ART: Prepare one Greeting card by using waste material.


